THIS IS NOT A GAME.

FULL TILT

TILT

of perpetual energy and expand beyond today's work by building better structures. You create a new kind of perpetual energy and expand beyond to:

• WORK HARDER
• THINK BETTER
• WORK SMARTER
• SOLVE PROBLEMS

...by building better structures.

...you create a new kind of perpetual energy and expand beyond...

• MOVE TO THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TABLE
• SNAP PLACES WITH ANOTHER PLAYER
• DRAW a FULL TILT card

• GO BACK 2 SPACES
• DRAW a FULL TILT card

• TRADE CARDS with ANY OTHER PLAYER
• SNAP PLACES with ANOTHER PLAYER
• SNAP PLACES with ANOTHER PLAYER

• HOLD ON TO YOUR CARD
• HIDE your CARDS
• LOSE A TURN

• ANOTHER side that you can put your own
• DRAW a FULL TILT card

• PARTICIPATE in a community fund
• SAVAGE PRIZE

THIS IS NOT A GAME.